
Please note: This outline is based largely on the Anusara® Certification Evaluation form.

Date:       Teacher:    Style/level:  

Overarching class intention:

What was the theme (if any)?

Did it connect you and the students to the highest purpose of the practice?  Did they drive a good 
reason home for being there? Why or why not?

Did the majority of the students gain insight into the deeper essence of themselves? 

Did the majority of the students feel protected and safe throughout the class? 

Was the teacher’s theme practical and relevant to a wide variety of students?   Did they contextual-
ize their theme/make it meaningful?

Integration of Theme/Body/Mind/Heart Quality:
What is the major alignment principle the teacher used to embody the body/mind/heart quality?

Did the teacher interweave the theme/heart quality throughout the class?  How did they do this if 
they did not do through an alignment principle?

At the end of the class, could the students clearly state the heart theme and central intention of the 
class? 
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Centering:
How long did centering take?           Was it effective?
Were students comfortable?

Classroom organization: 
Were the mats laid out in an orderly and organized way, so that the teacher can best observe and 
adjust the students? 

Knowledge of Universal Principles of Alignment or other alignment modality:
Did the teacher convey a strong working knowledge of alignment?  Please explain: 

Were movements and actions within each pose instructed to be coordinated with the breath? 

Language skills:
Describe examples of the teacher’s use of active instructions and appropriate passive instructions: 

Give examples of linking language in the instructions. 

Was the teacher’s voice clearly heard by all attending students?  

Did it inspire the students to take action in their postures?  

Did the teacher modulate her/his voice according to the strength or intensity of action needed for 
the postures being held? 

Observation:
Did the instructor teach to the general level of the class?    
If no, then please explain: 

Did the teacher instruct based on what he/she was observing? 



Did the teacher check to see that all of the students were performing the general form of all of the 
poses, including setting a proper foundation? 

Did the teacher check to see that the students were performing the general form of the pose before 
giving more detailed alignment instructions? 

What major misalignments throughout the classroom did the teacher see and respond to? 

Were students given modifications for their poses or props to support themselves if needed?

Did the teacher address the most advanced students?

Were all of the students in the class served? 

Verbal Adjustments:
Did the teacher properly and effectively adjust the students verbally, and did he or she adjust 
verbally before giving physical adjustments? 

Did the teacher use their verbal adjustments to enhance the goodness already present in the stu-
dents’ poses?     Give an example: 

Were the students who were most misaligned and who needed the most help verbally adjusted? 

Physical Adjustments: 
Did the teacher properly and effectively physically adjust the students (if verbal instructions were not 
effective or appropriate)? 

Were students physically adjusted who were most misaligned and who needed help the most?   

What (if any) other kinds of hands on assists were given?



Demonstration:
Did the teacher offer any postural demonstrations?    If yes, what category of demonstration?

Did the teacher focus on only one or two key points of alignment, which were explicitly connected to 
the heart theme of the class?  

What poses did the teacher demonstrate and why? 

What were the main alignment points in each of these demos? 

How did the teacher effectively connect the demonstrations to the theme? 

Sequencing:  
Was the postural sequence in the class effective and reasonable for the general level of the class? 

What warm up poses were used?  How were they used?

Can you sense what the teacher is moving toward in this class (or did they state it?)  If so, what:

Give an example of the progressive sequencing that the teacher used in the class. 

Command of the Class: 
Did the teacher inspire respect from the students? 

Was the teacher able to maintain harmony, cohesiveness, and discipline within the class

Conclusion of Class:
Did the class end with Savasana or a substitute and/or meditation? Please explain. 

How did class conclude?


